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PV-Electrolysis-Plants of the Project
350/500kW Solar-hydrogen
production demonstration plant 
10kW Solar hydrogen




1993 - 2000 
Experimental operation
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Electrolysis Facilities of the Project
P = 2 – 350/ 500kW, p = 1 -10barabs, T = 40 – 95°C
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10 kWN Photovoltaic-Electrolysis Facility










14,3 kWp / 10 kWN
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10 kWN Photovoltaic-Electrolysis Facility
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Electrolysis Plant of the Project
P = 2 – 350/ 500kW, p = 1 -10barabs, T = 40 – 95°C
(2) Produktion demonstration
350/500 kW pressure electrolysis plant
approved by TUEV, 
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350 kWp PV-Field of KACST in Riyadh for H2-Production
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Facility Building of the 350 kWp Photovoltaic Elektrolysis Plant
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CWB: COOLING WATER CIRC. BLOW.
CWC: COOLING WATER CIRC. CHILL.
PRESSURISED
AIR



















































Block Diagram of the 350 kW PV-Electrolysis Plant
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Dynamically Operated H2-Purification and Storage System
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Dynamic electrolysis operation is safe with actual
techological state of the art and can be approved regularely
HYS 10 & HYS 350
Operating permission for production
and delivery of solar hydrogen
Safety technology can be standardised
for all kinds and power levels of electrolysis plant 
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Improvement potentials
► EFFICIENCY Improved materials für membranes and cell frames
► COSTS Simplification of system peripherals
► OPERATING RANGE Increase of product gas quality in dynamic operation
► OPERATING RANGE Improvement of tolerance to user lower water qualities
► AUTONOMITY Grid autonomy of the entire system
► OPERATING COSTS Automation of dynamic operation
► AVAILABILITY Industrialisation of development results
What is left to be done?   A LOT!!!
Thank you very much for your attention !
